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NEWS & EVENTS

MTC, MFC, & MIID to Announce the
Successful Completion of TIMB3R

Design Incubator Programme 1.0 & 2.0
A Cross-Industry Initiative to Energise Malaysia’s Timber & Furniture Sector.

The Malaysian Timber Council (MTC), in collaboration with the 
Malaysian Furniture Council (MFC) and Malaysian Institute of 
Interior Designers (MIID), announced the successful completion 
of the first and second edition of TIMB3R Design Incubator 
Programme (DIP) – a first-of-its-kind incubation programme for 
design and manufacturing of furniture and timber products at 
Reka Interior Exhibition (RiX) today. During the event, TIMB3R 
DIP also showcased 8 out of 28 furniture and timber products 
resulting from the programme to the public for the first time. 
 In line with the MTC’s 2022 Must Wins, namely to Raise 
Industry Competitiveness, the TIMB3R DIP focuses on growing 
local brands in international markets. Specially designed to 
drive expansion for Malaysia’s timber and furniture sectors, the 
programme also seeks to strategically strengthen the design 
and manufacturing value chains on a global level. The six-month 
programme will connect each participating designer with a 
manufacturer to work together to conceptualise, design, and 
create one commercially-viable furniture and timber products for 
the global market. This programme also serves as a platform to 
develop the capabilities of local designers, profile home-grown 
brands as well as grow the local design community. All the final 
pieces will then be premiered at one of Southeast Asia’s largest 
international furniture and furnishings platforms – the Malaysia 
Export Furniture Exhibition (EFE) in 2023. 

NEWS & EVENTS

Group photo of the TIMB3R Design Incubator Programme (TIMB3R DIP) event at Reka Interiors Exhibition (RiX). (From left) Hamizi Hasan, SKALA Design 
Consult - IDr. Norshafina Ibrahim, Vice President of MIID - George Yap, President of MWMJC - Puan Noraihan Abdul Rahman, COO of MTC - Khoo Yeow 
Chong, President of MFC - IDr. Nor Azman Hashim, ARCRADIUS - Siti Mawarni Embong, Gamuda Land.

Puan Noraihan Abdul Rahman, COO of MTC enlightened the crowd on the 
results of TIMB3R DIP.
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 The TIMB3R DIP, which began in 2020 and recently 
completed its second edition, has empowered 12 designers, 
14 manufacturers and nurtured the development of 28 unique 
timber products, ranging from furniture, building materials, 
lightings, and decorative items. 
 “Being the first-of-its-kind incubation programme, TIMB3R 
DIP is poised to be a new thrust within the design, furniture, and 
timber sectors. This initiative will give birth to original timber and 
furniture designs which are essential for our industry to remain 
competitive. With the TIMB3R DIP, we look forward to seeing 
our manufacturers move towards value-adding and to shift from 
Original Equipment Manufacturing (OEM) to Original Design 
Manufacturing (ODM) and Original Brand Manufacturing (OBM)”, 
said MTC Chief Operations Officer, Puan Noraihan Abdul Rahman.
 “For Malaysia to own good brands and products, we need 
to build the capabilities of our local designers. Through TIMB3R 
Design Incubator Programme, we are able to nurture Malaysian 
design talent in a holistic manner and provide a platform for 
both Malaysian designers and manufacturers to showcase their 
creativity and capability respectively,” added Puan Noraihan.
 The TIMB3R DIP is also supported by the Malaysian Wood 

Moulding and Joinery Council (MWMJC) and the Association of 
Malaysia Bumiputra Timber and Furniture Entrepreneurs (PEKA). 
For those interested in TIMB3R DIP 3.0, you may submit your 
application via www.timb3r.my/ .

HIP TO BE SQUARE
IDr Nor Azman Hashim, Dynamic Furniture Industries.

TED POD
Tay Ei Ling, C.K Ban Soon Lee Industries Sdn Bhd.

SANTAI
Effendy Nadzri, Dynamic Furniture Industries (M) Sdn Bhd.

BENTO & ONIGIRI
Siti Mawarni Embong, 
United Woodwork & 
Construction (M) Sdn Bhd.

DOOR HIDDEN DRESSER (DHD)
IDr Kalvin Ting, Weng Meng 
Industries Sdn Bhd.

CAYENNE COT
Cayenne Lim, Vistawood 
Industries Sdn Bhd.

HOME WORKING DESK
Mohd Shafie Alip,
JL Resources Sdn Bhd.
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NEWS & EVENTS

IJM Land introduced the KITARecycle programme to 
students of SJK (C) Tung Hua to educate and create 
awareness on the importance of recycling
Environmental pollution is fast becoming a global concern which 
can aggravate and lead to fatal outcomes. To address this alarming 
issue, IJM Land Berhad (IJM Land) along with SWM Environment 
Sdn Bhd (SWM Environment) are determined to educate and raise 
awareness on the importance of preserving the environment and 
encouraging recycling habits among the younger generation by 
working together with SJK (C) Tung Hua, S2 Heights.
 With the mission to provide greener and more conducive 
living conditions for all, IJM Land’s KITARecycle programme saw 
the involvement of 1,028 students from SJK (C) Tung Hua. Prior to 
the campaign, the primary school students were tasked with two 
competitions: the Recycling Art Project (an individual competition) 
and the Recycling Heroes Campaign (a class competition).
 The individual competition aims to nurture and guide 
students to recycle and develop innovative ways to reuse waste 
by designing unique animal artwork. Additionally, students were 
tasked to collect recyclables for the class competition, where 
those with the most collections were rewarded with thermos 
flasks.
 Mr Chai Kian Soon, Senior General Manager of IJM Land 
Berhad shared that the leading property developer has been 
dedicated to protecting the environment. To ensure everyone 
plays their role in contributing to a greener environment, IJM Land 
took this opportunity to inculcate the habit of recycling among the 
community.
 “We wanted to emphasise recycling habits in schools to 
ensure the younger generation understands the effects of 
improper waste disposals and urge participation in this campaign. 
We are determined to bring positive changes to mother nature, 
and with every step of our efforts to uplift the environment, we 
hope to get the involvement of our community,” said Mr Chai.  
 In addition to the competition and prize-giving ceremony, 

SWM Environment also conducted an Environmental Awareness 
Talk to provide the students with information on recycling and 
proper waste management, at the same time IJM Land handed 
over one unit of ‘rumah KITARecycle’ to SJK (C) Tung Hua to 
further cultivate sustainability practices among the school 
students.
 “We are glad to be part of this significant campaign because 
this will help the children deepen their knowledge and become 
more aware of the present environmental issues. Each of us is 
responsible for the environment and it is crucial to instil green 
habits in children from an early age. They represent the future, 
and they are the ones we will rely on to bring about these positive 
changes,” said Mr Choo Leong Ei, Headmaster of SJKC Tung Hua.
 The continuous effort of IJM Land’s KITARecycle programme 
was initiated in January 2022 to develop positive environmental 
behaviour among the community in Seremban 2. Apart from 
promoting the 3Rs (reduce, reuse, recycle) among school 
students, the environmental collaborative initiative between IJM 
Land and SWM Environment expects to make recycling a daily 
practice for the residents.
 Upon contributing twelve custom-made ‘rumah KITARecycle’ 
as a local placement recycling bin in Seremban 2 gated and 
guarded residential areas, the property developer will contribute 
another two units of recycling bins to the Residents Association 
of Serena & Safiya and Pearl 132 respectively by the end of 
November.
 “We hope to embrace recycling with our community and by 
providing more recycling facilities, it would encourage them to 
separate their waste at home while also allowing them to practice 
and adapt to waste segregation to reduce waste to landfills,” 
concluded Mr Chai.
 For more information on the above initiative, please visit 
http://seremban2.ijmland.com/.
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The BrandLaureate 2015 - 2016
– President’s Award

The BrandLaureate 2016 - 2017
– Most Sustainable Brand Award

The BrandLaureate 2017 - 2018
– Most Valuable Brand

Sin Chew Business
Excellence Awards 2016

– Product and Service Excellence

Swissma SANKO Grip Deck® 3-Pan Roof

Swissma Doppelwelt® Standing Seam Roof

www.facebook.com/swissma

We prefer and recommend:

Swissma SANKO Speed Deck® 
Facade Cladding (BS 8414 Compliant)

Swissma SANKO Speed Deck® 
Facade Cladding (BS 8414 Compliant)

Swissma SANKO Grip Deck® 3-Pan Roof
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NEWS & EVENTS

WiZ Latest Range of Products Featuring 
SpaceSenseTM & Matter Capability Flow
WiZ range of products also includes its new extension, the Philips Smart LED powered by WiZ.

Signify (formerly known as Philips Lighting), the world leader in 
lighting, launched the new WiZ range which includes its extension 
of the Philips Smart LED with WiZ connected portfolio. The new 
launch covers every space of users home, right from bulbs to 
portable light with support of accessories that allows ease of 
usage. WiZ offers preset lighting modes, scenes, and dynamic 
options like candlelight that simulate a flickering flame where 
users are able to enjoy a full-color smart light with only the WiZ 
smartphone app.
 The WiZ Smart Connected Lighting and Philips Smart LED 
light with WiZ Connected products both work with the WiZ 
smartphone app. Users also have the option to set their lights 
to a slow fade or slow brightening for winding down or waking 
up — plus you can use two different color gradients for an ombre 
lighting effect. There are physical controls on the light including a 
WiZ remote to dim, brighten, or activate preset modes, and you 
can use the WiZ app or a voice assistant for remote control.
 What is exciting with this new launch is that now, all WiZ 
range of products are SpaceSenseTM ready and Matter Certified. 
These new features are now available on the WiZ V2 app that is 
downloadable from both Google Play & Apple Apps Store.
 “Understanding that the adoption of smart technology 
has increased, we are very excited to expand our own range 
of smart lighting products, WiZ Connected to bring innovative 
lighting solutions for your daily living and enable consumers to 
control their lights and accessories right out of the box,” said 
Sukanto Aich, Chief Executive Officer, Signify Malaysia. “The 
new technology is embedded as part of the products, including 
SpaceSenseTM and Matter where it further amplifies WiZ 
continuous effort to provide thoughtful products and easy-to-use 
technology that improves daily life and complements the homes 
of our users,” he added. 
 
WiZ SpaceSenseTM

Introducing the launch of WiZ SpaceSenseTM, with the new version 
of the WiZ App V2. Upgrades in the app include SpaceSenseTM, a 
tool that enables you to set your smart lights to be triggered by 
motion without additional sensors. This futuristic innovation in 
the consumer lighting industry detects movement via Wi-Fi signal 
sensing technology.
 The Wi-Fi sensing technology monitors for disturbances in the 
signals which indicate movement. This enables motion detection 
without a line of sight or the need to install separate sensors. 
All users need is at least two lights in a room to use this feature. 
Users can then adjust the system’s sensitivity settings in the app 
to allow specific adjustments such as pets moving around at night.

WiZ Matter Adoption
The WiZ range of products are among the first smart lighting 
players to adopt industry-unifying technology Matter. Matter is a 
universal open standard enabling compatible devices and systems 
to securely connect and interact with each other and is supported 

by all the main technologies such as Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. With the 
adoption of Matter, users have a more pleasant and simplified 
experience in terms of purchase and control as the technology 
provides a standard for devices to communicate seamlessly across 
technologies and platforms. 

Matter allows consumers to:
• Support all major platforms in the world without the worry of 

it matching the smart home system at their home.
• Full access to voice control experience without redundant or 

complicated settings.
• High standard security to protect their ownership of devices 

and privacy. 
• Access multi-admin mechanism for multi-system control.
• Easy access and simple control to your devices via Matter.

 Discover the convenience of smart lighting with Philips 
Smart LED powered by WiZ and WiZ Connected Lighting at 
www.wizconnected.com.
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SkyWorld’s Excellence Recognitions
City Developer, SkyWorld Development Berhad has bagged 
2 prestigious awards at The Edge Property Excellence Award 
ceremony that was held at Shangri-La Kuala Lumpur:
1) SkyAwani 2 Residence – Winner of The Edge Malaysia 

Affordable Urban Housing Excellence Award. This award 
recognises outstanding affordable housing projects in terms 
of quality of product, design, innovation, accessibility and 
connectivity, liveability, maintenance, community interaction 
(public and shared use spaces, safe and secure access), land 
cost and location.

2) SkyArena, Setapak – Winner of The Edge Malaysia 
Excellence in Place Regeneration Award. SkyArena integrated 
development is recognised as an outstanding catalytic 
development that has rejuvenated the tired Setapak, which 
is a good location but lacking that spark to elevate the living 
standard of residents and value creation through healthy and 
quality lifestyles.

 “It is truly an honour to be on this stage, twice tonight, to 
receive two distinctive awards from The Edge Malaysia. We 
are extremely happy and proud with these achievements and I 
would like to dedicate these recognitions to our SkyRians for their 
perseverance and hard work and to all our stakeholders for their 
trust and support,” said Mr Lee Chee Seng, Chief Executive Officer 
of SkyWorld.

Lee striking a pose with 2 discerning awards.

 SkyAwani 2 Residences under the ‘Awani Series’ is SkyWorld’s 
CSR initiative has created a paradigm shift in home buyers’ 
mind about affordable homes especially first-time home buyers. 
SkyWorld believes affordable urban housing is more than 
just homes that are priced affordably but comes with quality 
workmanship, good location, comprehensive facilities and 
sustainable building without compromising on its aesthetics. 
More importantly, to create a communal living that connects 
people from all walks of life living together, sharing spaces and 
responsibilities and
 pursuing common interests & values in a harmonious way. It is 
no wonder why ‘Awani Series’ has become the most ‘sought after’ 
starter homes.
 “SkyArena is our first foray into Setapak with the aim to 
enhance city living by introducing an ‘Active Living’ concept that 
will improve the wellness and well-being of its residents. Being the 
largest single development that comprises of 3 residential phases, 
a multi-storey multi-facility sports complex and commercial, 
SkyArena has given the city’s other established neighbourhoods a 
proper run for their money.
 “We have set our vision to be as simple as ABCD or ‘Always 
Best City Developer’ with a clear purpose of ‘Make Living Better’. 
Hence we will continue to stay focused in the city and build our 
properties around our three Brand Pillars – Sky Living Experience, 
Innovation and Value Creation,” cited Lee.
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NEWS & EVENTS

Cooking up Healthier Homes: Cadula introduces 
modular kitchen cabinets that are stylish, safe, and 
simple to install
Modular cabinetry brand, Cadula has 
released its latest modular, shaker-style 
kitchen cabinet sets that are perfectly 
designed for compact living spaces. 
Available in three calming pastel colours, 
the collection is a celebration of nature 
within city homes — combining non-toxic 
wood material with a modular concept 
that allows homeowners full flexibility to 
customise their living spaces and bring 
their dream homes to life. 
 Smaller homes are all the rage 
amongst urban millennials and Gen Zs, 
as many are taking the opportunity to 
live independently. Seeking a sense of 
privacy and space for self-discovery, 
there is currently a strong trend of young 
homeowners moving out of their family 
homes and into smaller ones, such as 
studio apartments.
 Due to this rising fondness for 
smaller, more manageable homes, 
traditional fixed cabinets (which are 
often large and impractical) are falling 
out of fashion with modern homes and 
their more compact spaces. With this in 
mind, Cadula’s modular kitchen cabinets 
are designed to meet these young 
homeowners’ cabinet expectations: they 
are modern, trendy, simplistic, and most 
importantly – convenient and cost-
effective!
 First popularised during the housing 
boom in the early 1970s, modular 
cabinets are specially designed to be 
versatile, so as to complement and adapt 
to changing urban lifestyles. Built off the 
concept of a building block set, modular 
cabinets consist of separate premade 
units that can each easily be attached, 
detached, and rearranged to fit even tight 
areas. Its flexible nature not only makes 
this style of cabinets perfect for smaller 
households, but also equally suitable for 
renters who may need to bring furniture 
along with them when moving. 
 Besides being low-maintenance and 
easy to clean, the collapsible system of 
modular cabinets enables them to be 
used in a wide variety of spaces beyond 
the kitchen. For instance, the kitchen 

counter from Cadula’s modular cabinet 
set can also be converted to a bedroom 
nightstand or table top — adding 
functional and multi-faceted value to a 
single purchase and bringing the element 
of fun into furniture planning.

Eco-friendly and versatile: Introducing 
Cadula’s latest collection
Cadula’s new collection consists of a 
shaker door style series that is certain to 
bring an aura of calm to any kitchen, with 
three cool-toned pastel shades to choose 
from: Green Moss, Pebble Grey, and 
Blanche White. The neutral colours make 
it simple for the sets to match a variety 
of wall colours, adding a layer of interior 
design versatility.
 The collection also comes in two 
design options. The first is pleasantly 
cosy and rustic, featuring a minimalist 
flat centre panel with squared edges and 
a shaker door. Meanwhile, the second 
option is a modern combination of a 
shaker door and a glass panel that allows 

a peek inside the cabinets. Both designs 
come with the option of an attached 
drawer-sized compartment below the 
cabinet. All the cabinet doors come with 
rustic metal door knobs that provide a 
smooth, comfortable grip. 
 To achieve a flawless finish for all 
its shaker door cabinets, Cadula utilises 
specialised melamine wood boards along 
with patented precision technology that 
allows for more consistent manufacturing 
with zero compromise to wood quality. 
 As a brand that emphasises healthier 
living, Cadula’s modular cabinets are 
entirely made of specialised, non-toxic 
wood low in formaldehyde, a form 
of allergen that can cause harm to a 
person’s physical and mental health from 
long-term exposure. This ensures that air 
in these homes remain free of toxins, and 
is a vital part of Cadula’s brand ethos: 
reconciling dream homes with an eco-
friendly environment.  
 To find out more about Cadula, please 
visit: https://mkacabinet.com/cadula/.

Cadula’s new modular shaker cabinet set in Moss Green, default door design.
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DuPont™ Tedlar® and Seaman Corporation Announce 
New Shelter-Rite® High Light Transmission 
Architectural Fabric
 
DuPont and Seaman Corporation 
announced the launch of a new Shelter-
Rite® High Light Transmission architectural 
fabric using transparent Tedlar® PVF 
film. This new architectural fabric is ideal 
for structures that require natural light 
such as sports arenas, event venues and 
greenhouses. 
 “We are thrilled to continue our long-
standing history of collaboration with 
Seaman Corporation and know their latest 
innovative offering will meet an important 
need for the building industry,” said Matt 
Urfali, Vice President of Sales & Marketing, 
DuPont™ Tedlar®.
 Transparent UV-blocking Tedlar® film 
is an ideal high-performance material that 
provides decades of durable protection. 
With excellent weatherability and dirt-
shedding properties, Tedlar® preserves 
the life and aesthetics of architectural 
fabric structures even in extremely harsh 
environments. It provides high level of 
protection against ultraviolet (UV) light, 
moisture, rain, and pollution. Shelter-
Rite® architectural fabrics with Tedlar® 
have a proven track record of long-lasting 
performance and aesthetics.

 “Our new Shelter-Rite® High Light 
Transmission fabric is just the latest 
in a long history of providing best-
in-class architectural fabric,” said 
Frank Bradenburg, Business Director 
of Architectural Fabrics, Seaman 
Corporation. “With the added protection 

of Tedlar®, our customers know that their 
fabric structure will perform and look like 
new for many years.”
 To learn more about Shelter-Rite® High 
Light Transmission or to request a sample 
please visit www.seamancorp.com/
products/shelter-rite-architectural-fabrics. 

Shelter-Rite Architectural Fabrics Projects at Auckland International Airport, Auckland New Zealand.
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NEWS & EVENTS

Infrastructure Projects in Southeast Asia, India, and 
Japan named as finalists in Bentley Systems’ 2022 
Going Digital Awards in Infrastructure 
Winners to be selected and announced on Nov. 15 as part of Bentley’s Year in Infrastructure and Going Digital Awards. 

Bentley Systems, Incorporated, the infrastructure engineering software company, has announced several projects from Southeast Asia, India, 
and Japan as finalists in Bentley’s 2022 Going Digital Awards in Infrastructure. The annual awards program honors the extraordinary work of 
Bentley software users advancing infrastructure design, construction, and operations throughout the world. Eleven independent jury panels 
selected 36 finalists from over 300 nominations submitted by more than 180 organizations from 47 countries encompassing 12 categories. 
 The Going Digital Awards in Infrastructure finalist project presentations will be available for viewing using this link on Nov. 7. Visit the 
site to hear from the people behind these extraordinary infrastructure projects as they tell their stories of leveraging digital advancements 
to achieve unprecedented outcomes.

The projects in the region named as finalists for the 2022 Going Digital Awards are:

Facilities, Campuses, and Cities

Project PLATEAU: Japan’s Largest 3D City Model Project Kokusai Kogyo Co., Ltd., Numazu 
City/Kaga City, Shizuoka Prefecture/Ishikawa Prefecture, Japan.

Project PLATEAU aims to develop Japan’s largest-scale 3D city models and release them as 
open platform data for urban activities and smart-city management. Kokusai Kogyo 
selected MicroStation to create 3D models with an unprecedented level of detail for 17 
cities nationwide. Bentley’s software improved workflow efficiencies, reducing resources 
hours by approximately 50%, and provided a platform to comfortably model the enormous 
point cloud data. The technology delivered highly detailed 3D models, achieving 
simulations that are closer to reality than previously possible, promoting smart city 
management throughout Japan. Image courtesy of Kokusai Kogyo.

Image courtesy of PT Hutama Karya (Persero).

Image courtesy of Sarawak Energy Berhad.

Geoprofessional

Semantok Dam Project: PT Hutama Karya (Persero), Nganjuk, East Java, Indonesia.

To develop a dam that would reduce flood discharge, ensure water availability, and boost 
local agricultural productivity by 186%, PT Hutama selected ContextCapture and SYNCHRO to 
perform reality modeling and construction simulation. Combined with their project 
management information system and GIS systems, they provided real-time understanding of 
field conditions and a holistic project overview for timely, cost-efficient management. Using 
PLAXIS resolved the foundation and quarry issues, saving a total of USD 3.8 million in 
potential rework. Bentley’s integrated digital solution saved 183 days in the construction 
schedule and provides the basis for digital asset management during operations and 
maintenance.

Process and Power Generation

Modernizing Bakun Hydroelectric Plant with a Digital Twin:
Sarawak Energy Berhad, Bintulu, Sarawak, Malaysia.

Sarawak Energy initiated a digital twin pilot project at its Bakun Hydroelectric Plant – 
Southeast Asia’s largest hydropower facility that it acquired ownership of in 2017. 
Leveraging ContextCapture and MicroStation, Sarawak Energy generated high-resolution 3D 
reality models, reducing the time to develop the as-built designs by 70%. Integrating 
Bentley’s open 3D modeling applications, PlantSight enabled better visualization of assets 
and seamless integration with third-party platforms. The digital twin solution supports 
remote plant operations, potentially reducing the need for on-site staff by 30%. Sarawak 
expects to save operations and maintenance costs by integrating the digital twin with asset 
performance solutions.
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Rail and Transit

Metro Manila Subway Project (MMSP) - Phase 1: Oriental Consultants Global, Metro 
Manila, Philippines.

The Metro Manila Subway Project will ease traffic congestion and provide safe, reliable 
transportation. Leveraging ProjectWise and ComplyPro, the project team developed a 
common digital engineering system and a single source of truth, enabling real-time data 
sharing that optimized collaboration to save 5,000 resource hours within the project’s first 
six months. Combined with SYNCHRO for construction simulation, Bentley’s integrated 
technology solution identified and resolved 50 clashes, eliminating rework, shortening the 
project schedule, and saving costs. The successful BIM implementation has already 
achieved an ROI of over USD 600,000.

Image courtesy of Oriental Consultants Global.

Integrated High-speed Rail & Station Jakarta-Bandung: PT Wijaya Karya 
(Persero) Tbk (WIKA), Bandung, Jakarta - Bandung, Indonesia.

A 143-kilometer high-speed rail between Jakarta and Bandung will 
reduce congestion between the two cities. Leveraging Bentley’s open 
civil design and reality modeling applications, and digital twin 
technology, WIKA developed a connected digital ecosystem and single 
source of truth, facilitating dynamic modeling and the generation of an 
intelligent digital twin. The integrated solution streamlined workflows, 
improving efficiency, design quality and calculation, saving USD 185 
million in construction costs and shortening the construction schedule 
by six months. The project sets a benchmark to develop open digital 
building blocks for integrated public transportation in Indonesia.

Image courtesy of PT Wijaya Karya (Persero) Tbk (WIKA).

Structural Engineering

Design & Construction of Tunnel and Underground Station at Krishna Park 
of Delhi MRTS Phase-IV: Delhi Metro Rail Corporation Limited, New Delhi, 
India.

The Krishna Park project includes structural design and construction of twin 
bore tunnels and an underground station. Leveraging PLAXIS and STAAD, 
the project team modeled and analyzed the soil, and building and tunnel 
structures, monitoring and simulating structural loads and excavation 
works. Bentley’s integrated BIM applications streamlined workflows, 
facilitating clash detection and enabling real-time model modifications prior 
to work on site, saving 1,000 resource hours and associated costs. Through 
collaborative digital modeling and analysis, the team optimized structural 
design, reducing concrete material quantities by approximately 1,500 cubic 
meters and steel reinforcements by 250 megatons.

Image courtesy of Delhi Metro Rail Corporation Limited.

Surveying and Monitoring

SG Digital Twin Empowered by Mobile Mapping: Singapore 
Land Authority, Singapore.

Singapore Land Authority (SLA) initiated 3D mapping of the 
entire nation. SLA selected Orbit 3DM to manage and 
integrate the large volume of point clouds and images, then 
generated a digital twin, bridging data sharing with multiple 
users via cloud-based resources. Compared to traditional 
mapping methods, rapid mobile mapping using Bentley’s 
application saved SGD 26 million and one year in capture 
and processing time. The digital solution increases data 
availability by 50%, enables accurate data extraction, and 
delivers a sustainable, collaborative digital twin that can be 
used for multiple planning purposes.

Image courtesy of Singapore Land Authority.
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To view the full list of awards finalists, visit https://yii.bentley.com/award-finalists.

Winners will be announced on Nov. 15, 2022. 

If you would like to request a media interview with a Going Digital Awards finalist or Bentley colleague, click here. If you have any other 
media-related questions please contact your Bentley PR contact or Christine Byrne at Christine.Byrne@bentley.com (US, UK), or Michaela 
Romero at Michaela.Romero@bentley.com (EMEA, Asia, LA).
 The 2022 Year in Infrastructure and Going Digital Awards Virtual Press Kit offers access to event registration, Going Digital Awards 
finalists’ sessions, access to press announcements, images, awards winners and finalists’ information, media interview request form, and 
more. Check out the Virtual Press Kit at http://yii.bentley.com/press.

Image courtesy of Larsen & Toubro Construction.

Water and Wastewater

Tuas Water Reclamation Plant (TWRP): Jacobs and PUB, Singapore’s National Water Agency, Singapore.

The Tuas Water Reclamation Plant is designed to maximize water recovery and reduce energy consumption. Jacobs selected the Bentley iTwin 
platform, establishing a web-based digital environment and single source of truth, enabling real-time access to a digital twin and saving approximately 
100 hours monthly. The solution automated information extraction, improving engineering quality, efficiency, and collaboration. Establishing a 
connected digital platform enhanced construction and project delivery and optimized digital capabilities, streamlining workflows. The digital twin 
provides a seamless transition into digital asset management for operations and maintenance.

Image courtesy of Jacobs.

Utility Development and Management for 
Nadaprabhu Kempegowda Layout (NPKL): Larsen & 
Toubro Construction, Bangalore, Karnataka, India

This project will deliver potable water supply, 
sewerage collection, and a recycle water network 
through a piped system for 3,032 homes. Leveraging 
OpenFlows and STAAD, Larsen & Toubro Construction 
modeled and analyzed multiple hydraulic operating 
scenarios and performed structural design and 
analysis for 125 different structures to optimize the 
network layout. Bentley’s integrated technology 
solution saved 80% in engineering resource hours, and 
helped the team complete the engineering works in 
six months compared to nine months using manual 
process. Establishing collaborative digital workflows 
avoided clashes and minimized rework, improving 
productivity by 25%. Implementing digital monitoring 
systems will enable remote operations and 
maintenance functions for smart utility management.
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Plenitude records growth in FY2022 revenue and PBT 
with property development division contributing 81 
percent of total revenue
Plenitude Berhad recorded a revenue of 
RM272.7 million for FY2022 with Profit 
Before Tax (PBT) of RM42.3 million. The 
PBT improved by 43% from the preceding 
financial year’s of RM29.5 million with a 
revenue of RM208.5 million.
 Plenitude’s property development 
division contributed 81% of the total 
revenue to the Group, amounting to 
RM220.6 million. The divisions’ sales 
augmented to RM214.1 million for 
FY2022, of which ninety-two percent are 
landed houses.
 The sales recorded in FY2022 were 
from the completed Phase 19 & 20 – 
Clarinet and Harp; in Taman Desa Tebrau, 
Johor Bahru, Phase 4E - Topaz in Taman 
Putra Prima, Puchong, and Bintang Maya 
2 in Sungai Petani; and the ongoing 
development of Phase 5 - Diamond, 
Taman Putra Prima, Puchong and Bintang 
Maya 3, Sungai Petani as well as the 
newly launched Phase 19 & 20 (3D) – 
Cello, Taman Desa Tebrau.
 “Plenitude takes pride in the fact 
that its strong suite of products offered 
across different states and regions where 
property demand remained resilient 
was a strategic move that benefitted 
the division. We hope to bank on this 
competitive advantage to reap success 
in our upcoming launches of the new 
phases in Taman Desa Tebrau (Cello 
3B and Harp 2C), the new township of 
Impian Hills, Ulu Tiram as well as the 
single storey bungalows in the new 
mixed development township of Bukit 
Bintang, Sg. Petani, Kedah in FY2023,” 
said Plenitude Non-Independent Non-
Executive Chairman, Madam Elsie Chua. 
Its long-term strategy of strengthening 
the business now sees the Group holding 
a landbank of approximately 1,192 acres 
which is expected to grow.
 Plenitude also recently launched 
the “Home Sweet Home by Plenitude” 
campaign which offers exciting deals 
to entice the market to make home 
ownership more attainable.  The 
campaign includes the participation of 
six amazing projects across Plenitude’s 
five different locations in Penang, Kedah, 

Johor, and the Klang Valley with exclusive 
privileges up for grabs including attractive 
rebates, free legal fees, free stamp duties 
and many more.
 Meanwhile, its hospitality division 
registered a significant increase in 
revenue at RM47.5 million, growing 137% 
from the year before, at RM20 million. 
The lifting of the travel ban contributed to 
higher revenue generated from improved 
occupancy and higher daily room rates at 
Plenitude’s hotels. Additionally, the cost 
rationalisation exercise that the Group 
undertook to lower operating costs 
helped reflect better performance. 
 As of 30 June 2022, the Group 
owned eight hospitality assets, and 
two residential assets namely Tanjung 
Point Residences in Penang and Domitys 
Bangsar Kuala Lumpur. Plenitude recently 
welcomed the Domitys brand from 
Europe, a leading provider of senior 
living facilities with more than 24 years’ 
of experience helping seniors to live 
independently in a comfortable and safe 
environment. Domitys Bangsar Kuala 
Lumpur is the first senior living residence 
in Asia under the Domitys brand, which 
opened its doors and welcomed residents 
and guests in October 2022.  Plenitude 
also invested a total of RM136 million 
in Travelodge Honmachi Osaka, Japan, 
a 14-storey high-speed WiFi-equipped 
accommodation offering 138 rooms for 
short or long-term stays.
 The Group awarded a single-tier 
dividend of 2.5 cents per share following 
the encouraging overall financial 
performance in FY2022 which was tabled 
for the shareholders’ approval held at 
the annual general meeting (AGM) on 9 
November 2022. 
 “Bank Negara Malaysia’s projection 
of the country’s Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) of 6.5% - 7% this year signifies 
better times ahead and Plenitude is 
optimistic that there will be significant 
growth in local demand for both property 
and hospitality sectors. Plenitude is 
confident of receiving an encouraging 
response to the launch of its new phases, 
townships, hotel, and senior living 

residences,” added Chua.
 In support of the country’s 
sustainability agenda, Plenitude 
integrates sustainability values into 
its business operations, management, 
and decision-making.  All of Plenitude’s 
on-going developments adopt energy 
efficient practices; which are eco-friendly 
incorporating an abundance of green 
lungs within a nature-inspired community 
living; while upholding its commitment 
to environmental, social and governance 
(ESG) principles.

Madam Chua Elsie, Executive Chairman of 
Plenitude Berhad as well as Chairman of the 
Management Committee.
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Nature gives life to AkzoNobel’s Colour of the Year 2023
Wild Wonder – a hue inspired by the 
warm tones of harvested crops – is 
AkzoNobel’s Colour of the Year 2023. 
Its upbeat glow connects us with nature, 
creating a sense of energy and positivity.
 As people search for support, 
connection, inspiration and balance in 
the world today, they’re diving into the 
wonders of the natural world to find 
it. Extensive research conducted by a 
team of in-house paints and coatings 
colour experts and international design 
professionals found hope at the heart of 
global social, design and consumer trends.
 “Wild Wonder speaks to us in a 
language we instinctively understand,” 
says Heleen van Gent, Creative Director 
of AkzoNobel’s Global Aesthetic Centre. 
“Nature is what inspires us and makes us 
feel better in our lives and in our homes. 
That’s why, for the first time in 20 years, 
our entire colour palette is inspired by the 
rhythms of nature.”
 Four Dulux decorative paint colour 
palettes have been designed around 
Wild Wonder (Winter's Silence, 50YY 
49/191): Lush Colours (the forest hues), 
Buzz Colours (meadow brights), Raw 
Colours (harvest shades) and Flow 
Colours (seashore tones). For consumers 
personalizing their homes and urban 
environments, the palettes make it easy 

to choose wall colours for a timeless look 
that’s also bang on trend.
 “As concerns about mental health 
increase around the world, creating 
a home that feels in touch with the 
natural world couldn’t be timelier,” says 
Oscar Wezenbeek, Managing Director of 
AkzoNobel Decorative Paints Southeast 
and South Asia. “We need a space that 
can give us support in challenging times; 
somewhere that brings a hint of the 
outdoors, the echo of a landscape and a 

sense of belonging. Wild Wonder and its 
complementary colour palettes can help 
our consumers to feel inspired by the 
wonders of the world and to bring some of 
that natural magic into their homes.”
 The year 2023 brings two major 
milestones to the Global Aesthetic Centre. 
Its Colour Futures trend forecast will 
celebrate its 20th anniversary, while the 
team also reaches three decades of trend 
analysis, colour research, colour design 
and art direction at AkzoNobel.
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More Than A Temporary Patch-Up: Giving 
Government Hospitals A New Lease of Life 
Through Interior Design
Article attributed to Nazrin Shahnaz, CEO of Shahnaz Interiors.

Hospitals — as spaces dedicated for 
patients to rest and recuperate — should 
be warm, welcoming, or at the very least, 
comforting. However, that usually is 
not the case; the ambience of hospitals 
seldom puts people at ease, much less 
alleviate the anxiety of being in a medical 
facility.

But why is that?

Ask any interior designer and the answer 
is likely to be the same: an often-single-
minded focus when designing hospitals. 
They have to be practical first, cost-saving 
second, and then very little else. More 
often than not, this results in a gloomy 
and oppressive atmosphere, with clinical 
white walls and a surgical dedication to 
space-saving.
 Designing interiors of healthcare 
facilities is far more complicated than 
most people realise. Far from a simple 
case of choosing pretty furniture and 
wall paintings for a touch of colour, every 
design element — from the textures of 
floors, ceilings, and walls down to the 
allocation of space and light — plays 
a part in creating a more humanistic 
environment. 
 These design changes may be 
incremental, but can have significant 
positive impact on a patient’s state of 
mind, indirectly improving satisfaction 
and the subconscious battle for recovery. 
 An example we like to use is having 
nature breathe life into a space. This 
could involve placing actual greenery, 
gardens, and flowing water in the room to 
“distract” the human eye, but can also be 
the use of natural light, airy ventilation, 
and acoustic treatment of corridors for a 
more tranquil environment.
 Apart from design enhancements, 
preventative maintenance — which spans 
actual repair of facilities to rearranging 
layouts — will reduce the likelihood of 
any furniture or design choice meeting 
the end of its lifespan.
 Among the many hospital redesign 

projects like these that we have 
undertaken is Hospital Pendang, a public 
hospital in Alor Setar, Kedah. Its existing 
look from its founding days was replaced 
in favour of subtler edges, colours, 
and materials to ‘soften’ the hospital’s 
interior environment. The final look (after 
some reorganisation, too) is closer to a 
sleek, metro modern finish, particularly 
prominent in critical recovery wards!

 The key role of design in ensuring 
hospitals continue to run smoothly 
24/7 cannot be overstated — and this 
means hospitals cannot afford to simply 
‘make do’ with poor interiors. Design is 
an investment not only to facilitate the 
delivery of state-of-the-art medical care, 
but also to embrace patients, families, 
and caregivers in a psychosocially 
supportive environment of therapy.
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DK-MY Properties Hosts Buyer Appreciation Day 
with Football Fever Fiesta
DK-MY Properties embraces the importance of community building while promoting the spirit of neighbourliness. 

Leading homegrown property developer, 
DK-MY Properties Sdn Bhd recently 
treated its residents to a fun-filled Buyer 
Appreciation Day in appreciation to 
their DK Impian purchasers along with 
their family and friends, held at Ideal 
Convention Centre (IDCC) Shah Alam. 
In conjunction with the upcoming FIFA 
World Cup 2022, the Buyer Appreciation 
Day was themed ‘Football Fever Fiesta’ 
which was successfully graced by more 
than 500 people. 
 Following the launch of DK Impian in 
2018, the property developer hopes to 
cultivate co-living engagement among its 
residents. Staying true to its mission of 
putting customers first, DK-MY Properties 
took this opportunity to get to know its 
customers better and emphasised the 
value of encouraging residents to foster 
positive relationships and a sense of 
community.
 Danny Koek, Managing Director of 
DK-MY Properties shared that urbanites 
are no longer as involved in their local 
communities as they once were, so they 
may be less likely to know who lives next 
door. Going beyond delivering quality 
living solutions to elevate Malaysians’ 

lifestyles through new product innovation 
and technological enhancement, DK-MY 
Properties understands the importance 
of effective communication between 
residents and local authorities to achieve 
a sense of togetherness. 
 “Residents can get to know one 
another, deepen their social connections, 
and improve the sense of unity 
among neighbours through regular 
social activities. Additionally, good 
communication is essential for nurturing 
togetherness and preventing conflicts, 
which is why we strongly believe that 
building a harmonious community calls 
for the joint efforts of both the residents 
and local authorities,” added Danny. 
 The fun-filled event included thrilling 
and exciting game stations such as a 
mini FIFA tournament, World Cup 2022 
winner predictions, a reaction test, and 
a radar speed inflatable. Nine residents 
also walked away with gaming chairs 
and some other leather goods and 
merchandise won during the games, 
especially for DK Impian purchasers, 
which were generously sponsored by DK-
Schweizer. 
 Offering affordable living without 

compromising its amenities and facilities, 
DK Impian is well equipped with a variety 
of smart living Internet of things (IoT). 
This was made possible through SAMA+, 
an exclusive lifestyle concierge service 
offered by DK-MY Properties that focuses 
on the 3Cs: connection, community, 
and convenience and is also offered 
as a value-added service. SAMA+ is in 
line with their aim to foster community 
cohesiveness.
 With a total GDV of RM285 million, 
the 2.4-acre leasehold project offers a 
total of 658 SoHo units that comes along 
with over 30 facilities in the development 
including a jacuzzi, swimming pool, sky 
deck and hammock garden among others 
to bring its residents together. 
 Located at Section U5, Shah Alam, 
the well-connected urban development 
is strategically situated nearby major 
highways and is easily accessible via 
the Damansara-Shah Alam Elevated 
Expressway (DASH) and Guthrie 
Expressway (GCE) with the convenience 
of MRT and KTM stations nearby.
 For more information on DK-MY 
Properties and its developments, please 
visit https://dkproperties.com.my/ .

Buyers of DK Impian gathered at Ideal Convention Centre (IDCC) Shah Alam for a fun-filled 
Buyer Appreciation Day organised by DK-MY Properties Sdn Bhd.
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Encouraging the Adoption of Sustainable Energy 
Practices 
The National Energy Awards is now 
set on its 6th edition to raise Malaysia’s 
benchmark for energy efficiency as it 
issues the call for entries for NEA 2023 
to all Malaysian organisations across all 
sectors and industries. 
 Spearheaded by the Ministry of 
Natural Resources, Environment and 
Climate Change, The National Energy 
Award (“NEA”) is an award that recognises 
the adoption of sustainable energy 
concepts and practices for Malaysia's 
business organisations across all 
industries and sectors. Over the last 
five years, the national awards has also 
resulted in several outstanding Malaysian 
buildings and projects being selected to 
represent the country at the prestigious 
ASEAN Energy Awards (AEA). This year 
saw Malaysia garnering 12 awards out of 
22 entrants at the AEA including a win of 
three awards under the ASEAN Renewable 
Energy Projects Awards 2022 category.
 The annual NEA awards event 
is an important platform to provide 
recognition and rewards to Malaysia’s 
industry leaders in the growing green 
technology related products, services 
and energy services sectors for adopting 
and implementing sustainable energy 
practices.
 Besides, it is aimed at igniting 
healthy competition amongst Malaysian 
organisations, given the higher 
precedents, benchmarks and standards 
against which companies are evaluated.
 Not only that, the NEA also provides a 
foundation on which the building industry 
and the public at large could identify 
Malaysian best practices when it comes 
to promoting sustainable energy practices 
for buildings.
 With the recent rising awareness 
for the need for sustainable practices 
across industries, in particular ESG 
(Environmental Social and Governance) 
which refers to the three key factors 
when measuring the sustainability and 
ethical impact of an investment in a 
business or company, many corporations 
and organisations are screening their 
investments through the ESG criteria. It 
is therefore timely that NEA is poised to 

encourage more industries and sectors 
in the country to embrace sustainable 
practices through the expansion of its 
award categories.

New awards for two categories:-
1) Residential Green Buildings 
2) Zero Green Buildings

In addition, three new categories of 
Special Awards are introduced:-
1) Energy Performance Contractors 
2) Institute of Higher Learning 
3) Sustainable Energy Financing

 Ts. Shamsul Bahar Mohd Nor, Chief 
Executive Officer of the Malaysian 
Green Technology and Climate Change 
Corporation (MGTC) which is also home 
to the NEA Secretariat shared, “Adopting 
sustainable energy practices supports 
our country's goal of becoming carbon 
neutral by 2050. We want to encourage 
more organisations from all sectors 
to contribute to our nation's mission 
through green innovation. We want to 
acknowledge their efforts and hope 

more organisations will recognise the 
importance of adopting sustainable 
energy practices to benefit their long-
term business strategy.”
 Participation in the NEA provides 
to the industries as well as the public 
an insight into the best practices for 
sustainable energy management 
benchmarks in Malaysia which can 
inform future criteria for building or 
project designs and for infrastructure and 
processes.
 In an effort to help entrants prepare 
and adhere to the submission process, 
all participants are encouraged to join in 
the NEA’s Submission Briefing sessions 
organised by the NEA Secretariat. The call 
for entries is still ongoing.
 The best nominees under Category 
1 and 2 will be nominated to represent  
Malaysia at the prestigious annual ASEAN 
Energy Awards (AEA).
 Interested companies and parties 
in joining the NEA 2023 Awards can 
contact the NEA Secretariat at Phone: 
603-8921 0800 or surf at https://www.
nationalenergyawards.com.my/nea2023/ 

NEA 2023 DEADLINES:
Pre-submission: February 10, 2023

Submission Deadline: February 24, 2023
SEF Submission: May 30, 2023
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The latest jewel in the crown for Malaysian 
integrated development, Pavilion Damansara 
Heights, will be ready to welcome customers 
in May 2023 with over 70% of the retail space 
committed by tenants as to date.
 These tenants range from top-notch F&B 
players, to affluent fashion, all the way to well-

known luxury brands.
 This carefully curated combination of tested brands to up-and-
coming enterprises will help Pavilion Damansara Heights Mall to 
stake its claim to be among the best malls in the region, if not the 
country. 
 Nestled in the neighbourhood of Damansara Heights, the mall 
spans over 1 million square feet across six floors of excitement 
and exuberance and is poised to be the ultimate customer-
centric destination for unforgettable dining experience, retail, 
entertainment, and leisure. 
 “The broad reopening of our border and the return of foreign 
tourists to Malaysia bodes well for Pavilion Damansara Heights 
Mall and our tenants, as we get ready for our soft opening in May 
2023,” said Dato’ Joyce Yap, Chief Executive Officer (Retail), Kuala 
Lumpur Pavilion Sdn Bhd, at the unveiling ceremony here today.
 Also present was Puan Sri Cindy Lim, Deputy Chairman of 

Pavilion Damansara Heights Mall to 
open its door in May 2023
Mall secures over 70% of retail space
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Pavilion Group and Datuk Lee Whay Hoong, Director of Impian 
Ekspresi Sdn Bhd and Jendela Mayang Sdn Bhd. 
 “We will eventually have around 380 retail outlets, making us 
well-placed to serve diverse needs, ranging from the basic to the 
most discerning,” she added.
 The number of tenants is expected to increase from now until 
the mall’s soft opening in May 2023, with the management highly 
confident that Pavilion Damansara Heights Mall’s location and 
development concept will appeal to investors and businesses as 
Malaysia regains a semblance of normalcy after struggling with a 
pandemic. 
 Pavilion Damansara Heights Mall’s carefully picked tenant 
mix is a reflection of its commitment towards a data-driven 
destination to allow better decision-making for stakeholders to 
maintain its competitive edge, add value to the neighbourhood, 
while creating close to 4,000 jobs, in addition to various multiplier 
effects for the economy.
 “We will continue to perfect our approach as we take into 
consideration prevailing and projected market trends so that the 
mall will continue to stand out as a must-visit location for both 
locals and tourists when it opens soon,” said Yap. 

Group shot of the Unveiling of Pavilion Damansara Heights Mall (from 
left): Steven Lam, Hugo Boss, Alvin Leow, Cortina Watch, Ong Kim Too, The 
Food Merchant Reserve, Dato’ Joyce Yap, Chief Executive Officer (Retail) of 
Kuala Lumpur Pavilion Sdn Bhd, Puan Sri Cindy Lim, Deputy Chairman of 
Pavilion Group, Datuk Lee Whay Hoong, Director of Impian Ekspresi Sdn 
Bhd and Jendela Mayang Sdn Bhd, Jonathan Toh, Harvey Norman, Elyna 
Tan, Paradise Group and Hubert W Hoi, Diptyque.
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Tropicana Aman, the largest 863-acre township 
by Tropicana Corporation Berhad (“Tropicana”) 
in Kota Kemuning, unveiled its exclusive preview 
for Hana Residences, its final villa series. 
Envisioned as a haven for life made beautiful, 
Hana Residences offers 130 lavish 2 and 3-storey 
bungalow and 2-storey semi-detached homes, 

rounding out Tropicana Aman’s diverse range of residential and 
commercial offerings.
 Spanning 28 acres with a gross development value (“GDV”) 
of RM403 million, Hana Residences’ elevated outlook includes 
lakeside views and lift access across all levels for selected units. 
Lot sizes range from 45’ × 80’ to 80’ × 100’ with built ups from 
4,004 sq ft to 9,052 sq ft, delivering expansive spaces for versatile, 
multigenerational living. The development is projected for 
completion in Q3 2025.
 Joanne Lee, Deputy Chief Executive Officer of Tropicana, 
shared more on the villa series. “We named Hana Residences 
for the range of meanings of the word ‘Hana’, from ‘flower’ in 
Japanese to ‘happiness’ and ‘bliss’ in Arabic. It was developed 
along three design principles, namely Hearth, Habitat and Haven, 
addressing the pillars of home, surroundings and amenities. As 
Tropicana Aman’s final landed residential offering, we sought to 

Tropicana Aman Unveils 
Hana Residences

differentiate Hana Residences by siting it on elevated ground as a 
private enclave overlooking the surrounding township, in line with 
our core mantra of Redefining the Art of Living,” she said.
 Bespoke home personalisation services for the development 
are also available through Tropicana’s T.Living programme. T.Living 

Artist impression: Hana Residences welcomes you with a modern 
capacious archway, envisioned as a haven for life made beautiful.
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allows Hana Residences owners to customise their property with 
‘Bella,’ a darker theme for stylish, sophisticated aesthetics and 
a modern palette, or ‘Charisma,’ a lighter theme for soothing 
colours and a sense of tranquillity and harmony.
 Purchasers can further tailor their homes with T.Living’s 
Protection, Smart, Comfort and Eco packages, catering for 
resident security, smart home, cooling and sustainability needs 

respectively.
 The three pillars of Hearth, Habitat and Haven express 
Tropicana’s unique development DNA within Hana Residences, 
emphasising innovative concepts & design, facilities and generous 
open spaces, among others. The first pillar, Hearth, addresses 
design features such as north/south orientations for passive 
cooling, as well as double volume ceilings in dining and living 
spaces for homes in the signature development. In addition, smart 
home features deliver convenience for owners and residents.
 Meanwhile, the pillar of Habitat governs Hana Residences’ 
surroundings, complete with conducive amenities such as a Linear 
Park, Central Garden, pocket parks and more, enhanced by multi-
tiered security for peace of mind.
 Finally, Haven incorporates the myriad pull factors of the 
surrounding Tropicana Aman township. In line with the Group’s 
commitment to environmental, social and corporate governance 
(“ESG”) principles, it is designed as a serene, self-sustaining 
walking and biking community, fostering active and sustainable 
lifestyles while reducing carbon footprints across the board. In 
addition, a recreational hub and two educational institutions, 
namely Tenby International School and SJKC Bukit Fraser nearby, 
cater for the growing needs of the community.
 Tropicana Aman’s 85-acre Central Park serves as a green 
lung with abundant recreational spaces, lakeside pavilions, and 
a 7km walking and biking trail. The township is rounded out by a 
robust connectivity profile, with proximity to major routes such 
as the Shah Alam (“KESAS”), South Klang Valley, and West Coast 
Expressways, as well as the North-South Expressway Central Link.
 Signature villas in Hana Residences are priced from RM2.34 
million. To join the growing Tropicana Aman community, visit 
tropicanaaman.com.my or call 1700 81 8868.

Artist impression: Hana Residences offers 
130 lavish 2 and 3-storey bungalow & 

2-storey semi-detached homes.

Artist impression: Owners and residents can enjoy conducive amenities 
such as a Linear Park, Central Garden, pocket parks and more.
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We need places for various reasons 
such as to live, to work, to eat 
etc. Architects are responsible 
for designing these places by 
developing and transforming 
architectural concepts into reality. 
However, architecture is more 

than just designing beautiful structures; the buildings must 
also be functional, safe and capable to suit the needs of the 
people who use them; these formed part of Kun Lim Architect's 
design principles when the architecture firm was approached 
by SkyWorld Development Group, in a joint venture with Kuala 
Lumpur City Hall (DBKL), to craft the masterplan for SkyArena at 
Setapak, Kuala Lumpur. 
 Billed as "Kuala Lumpur's first vertical community that puts 
wellness at the centre of everything we do", SkyArena is a 28-acre 
integrated mixed development comprising high-rise residential 
towers, a boutique hotel, flexible SOHOs and retail outlets. The 
largest component and centrepiece of the development is the 
SkyArena Sports Complex that covers 9.4 acres of land, which is 
poised to be the city's largest, upon its completion.

Skyarena Sports Complex 
Kuala Lumpur's latest landmark showcases a unique blend of iconic 
architecture and state-of-the-art sports facilities
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WELLNESS-INSPIRED ARCHITECTURE 
In a bid to realise the developer's vision of a first-of-its-kind sports 
complex to promote healthy lifestyle and social activities amongst 
the community, the architecture firm's Design Principal Mr Kun 
Lim focused in creating an iconic sports and recreational centre 
with the best facilities while keeping the community's comfort in 
mind. The complex is packaged as a dynamic building with a lot of 
expression of movement, which is what sports is all about; yet the 
overall architectural expression of the building must be cohesive, 
so that "a building with various functions can be understood 
in totality". Further, the design also optimises both indoor and 
outdoor thermal conditions at a comfortable level. 
 The SkyArena Sports Complex is designed as a four-storey 
building with a built-up area of 530,000sq ft, with naturally-

CREDIT LIST

OWNER:   
KUALA LUMPUR CITY HALL (DBKL)

DEVELOPER:   
SKYWORLD DEVELOPMENT SDN BHD

ARCHITECT:   
KUN LIM ARCHITECT

C&S ENGINEER:  
LEE CONSULT

M&E ENGINEER:  
J ROGER PRESTON (M) SDN BHD

ventilated atrium and housed over 20 state-of-the-art facilities 
that can be used for both local and national level competitions; 
these include an Olympic-sized swimming pool, a triple-volume 
rock climbing facility and a fitness centre as well as sports halls 
that can be converted for banquet use; hence, making full use of 
the space in the building. The architect took inspiration from site 
visits in Taipei particularly multi-level and multi-disciplinary sports 
complexes, as he believes that this type of building should be the 
cornerstone in the SkyArena neighbourhood community. 
 The sports complex also features an outdoor track and field, a 
soccer field, along with a spectator stand and a VIP viewing area. 
An 80-room athletes' hostel is attached on the south side of the 
sports complex, complete with its own independent access as well 
as café, function and meeting rooms. 
 To accommodate the diverse functions with different spatial, 
functional and technical requirements under one roof, including 
feedbacks from multiple stakeholders and budget, the architect 
managed to achieve the ideal balance between form and function 
by focusing on the functional aspect of the design. Once the 
design fulfilled all the functional requirements, form comes 
naturally; the overall form of SkyArena Sports Complex meets the 
architect's expectation where the building is recognised as sporty, 
dynamic, cheerful and welcoming, yet it does not reduce the 
effectiveness or functional aspect of the complex. 
 Kun Lim Architect takes pride in its accomplishments in 
the making of SkyArena Sports Complex. The project has since 
received industrial recognition, winning four awards including 
Best Public Architecture in Asia Pacific at the Asia Pacific Property 
Awards 2018, and featured in numerous local and international 
architecture journals.
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OUTLOOKOUTLOOK

The emergence of the war 
in Ukraine on 24 Feb 2022 
had shaken the world that 
was still reeling from the 
effects of the COVID -19 
pandemic.  
 The resulting turmoil 

in global markets had shaken investor 
confidence, though there is still some 
encouraging news if one looks at the 
Southeast Asian region, especially its 
residential housing market. 
 “The emergence of inflation has 
necessitated governments to increase 
interest rates, thus creating tighter 
financial conditions,” said Dr Lee Nai Jia, 
head of PropertyGuru Group’s Real Estate 

Housing Market in Southeast Asia 
continues to exhibit resilience
Malaysian market holding steady despite uncertainty, though it is 
expected to moderate by H1 2023

Intelligence.
 Sharing his findings in a report 
entitled ‘Southeast Asia: Macro Economic 
Trends and Impact on the Residential 
Market (Oct 2022), developed by 
PropertyGuru For Business, Lee revealed 
that it is not all doom and gloom for the 
Southeast Asian residential property 
market. 
 According to Lee, the silver lining lies 
in the fundamentals of Southeast Asian 
economies, even though two key ASEAN 
trade partners - China and the United 
States - had exhibited indications of 
decline in Q2 of 2022, with the GDP of the 
US having decreased at an annual rate of 
0.6% in Q2 of 2022, extending the 1.6% Dr Lee Nai Jia.
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decrease in Q1.
 He pointed out that the return of 
confidence following post-Covid lock 
downs and the easing of restrictive 
measures bringing some relief, coupled 
with strong labour markets that support 
a robust housing market, as well as the 
steady flow of foreign direct investments 
into Southeast Asia, does provide a buffer 
against market vagaries caused by the 
pandemic and war. 
 “Despite uncertainties in the global 
outlook, Thailand, Indonesia and Malaysia 
are showing increasing demand, with the 
latter two showing higher asking prices or 
listing prices. In fact, Malaysia, Singapore, 
Thailand and Vietnam residential 
markets continue to display resilience, as 
established by PropertyGuru’s proprietary 
indices,” said Lee. 
 In Q2 of this year, residential markets 
in Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, 
and Vietnam logged an increase in 
prices, even though sales in Singapore 
and Vietnam are slowing. In Thailand, 
while the prices of homes remained 
conservative, there has been a surge in 
demand that implied a possible recovery 
in the market. 
 “There has been a general rebound in 
Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand 
and Vietnam that followed the reopening 
of borders and more relaxed measures 
associated with curbing COVID. 
 “The factors supporting the growth of 
the Malaysian market are there: Malaysia 
and Vietnam both recorded the highest 
GDP increase, at about 8.9% and 7.7% 
y-o-y respectively in Q2 of 2022,” said 
Lee, who explained that as economies 
returned to pre-pandemic levels, 
labour markets tightened across all five 
economies in Q2.   
 This, he said, led to better financial 
positions that in turn facilitated the 
maintenance of mortgage payments and 
the ability of raise asking prices. 
 In terms of attracting foreign 
investments, the Southeast Asian region 
continued to be a magnet for FDI, which 
directly supported job growth and 
enabled economies a quicker rebound 
from the pandemic-led slowdown. 
 Lee said Malaysia witnessed a jump 
of FDI of 264% in 2021 to almost US$11.6 
billion (RM54.75 billion) from the previous 
US$3.2 billion (RM15.1 billion) in 2020.  
“Malaysia maintained its position as an 

investment magnet, attracting US$28bil 
(132.16 billion) in 1H of 2022, of which 
US$17.7bil came from the service sector.”
 Going forward, and barring any 
more major shocks to the economy, 
economic growth for Malaysia, Singapore, 
Indonesia, and Thailand is expected to 
moderate in 1H of 2023, while Vietnam 
is forecasted to experience economic 
expansion.  
 “We project that the residential 
markets in Malaysia and Indonesia will 
transit to the quadrant where prices 
appreciate, but sales volume decrease, 
in H1 2023,” said Lee, who added that 
those from the low-to-middle income 
households might be priced out of the 
market as most homeowners would only 
be willing to sell should their asking prices 

be met.
 Referring to PropertyGuru’s Consumer 
Sentiment Study (CSS) for Malaysian 
buyers in H2 2022 it revealed that this 
year, 69% of the respondents have 
indicated plans to buy a home if the 
Malaysia’s Home Ownership Campaign is 
revived. 
 Earlier last week, PropertyGuru’s 
experts on Malaysia had applauded 
Budget 2023 for announcing the initiative 
to allow first-time homeowners to 
be given waivers of up to 75% from 
the stamp duty for properties worth 
RM500,000 to RM1 million until the end 
of 2023. 
 Those interested to download the 
report can do so here: https://bit.ly/
PG4BMacroTrends.
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ADVERTORIAL

Solar power has steadily been the trend when it 
comes to using alternative renewable energy 
sources in recent years. Using solar panels provide 
environmental sustainability while helping property 
and homeowners to save on energy bills. There 
are various types of solar panels that have been 
introduced into the market, including solar roof 

shingles, polycrystalline and monocrystalline panels as well as thin 
film solar cells. However, have we considered the best roofing type 
that most complements solar panel applications towards saving 
more energy? Let’s find out:

RIGHT PAIRING FOR ENERGY EFFECTIVENESS
When choosing to use solar panels, having the right type of roofing 
material is an important part of the consideration. The good news 
that a good variety of roofing material supports the installation 
and usage solar panel systems. However, taking a step further, it is 
discovered that certain roofing materials are better as foundations 
for sustaining solar panel systems.
 Before that, it is vital to understand how cool roofing materials 
like coated metal roofs work to increase energy efficiency in a 
building. These cool roofs, especially those with lighter colours help 

(Image source: Canva)

GOING SOLAR GOES 
FURTHER WITH
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to reduce the heat build-up inside the building by reflecting the 
sun’s energy (solar reflectance) away from the building. 
 This helps to cut energy costs by keeping the top floors 
cooler, thereby improving the comfort of occupants, reducing 
maintenance costs. Metal cool roofs can last around 50 years on 
average while helping to reduce the urban heat island effect in 
cities.

BEST COMPLEMENT TO SOLAR PANELS 
While metal roofs are known for their energy-efficient feature, did 
you know it is also one of the best materials to pair together with 
solar panel installations?

There are several reasons for this. The most important reason is 
that combined with a cool roof, solar panels’ performance can be 
increased as much as 10%, according to an article in the US Building 
Digest (“Photovoltaics Combined With A Cool Roof Can Increase 
System Performance By As Much As 10%”, shared on Better 
Paintings and Coating’s website). This combination can optimize 
the sustainability, energy and long-term use of a building. 
 In an experimental study done in the United Arab Emirates (An 
experimental study of the impact of cool roof on solar PV electricity 
generations on building rooftops in Sharjah, UAE), preliminary 
results showed a “somewhat significant impact of cool coating 
paint on the generated electrical power of the solar PV utilised 
panels” whereby its energy performance increased approximately 
between 5% and 10%. 

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

 Consequently, these factors help to enhance the energy 
consumption while also significantly improving the solar panels’ 
systems operations. 
 Last but not least of all, the metal roof’s solid surface makes it 
easier to install solar panels as the panels can easily be fastened 
onto the roof’s seams. This helps save on labour costs.

COOL ROOFING’S PLACE IN THE SUN
In Malaysia, building and homeowners can easily access cool 
roofing systems like realcolor® Thermoshield which do more 
beyond protecting building occupants from the sun and rain. Here’s 
how:-
• Thermal control - CSC Steel’s realcolor® Thermoshield is 

uniquely designed to reduce heat absorption, retain its 
glossiness and maintain its colour vibrancy. It is based on 
pre-painted galvanized steel (PPGI), or color-coated steel 
technology that is generally used in exterior architectural 
structures and building materials such as roofing, wall cladding, 
fencing, wall panels and advertising boards. 

  Its solar reflectivity provides thermal controlling benefits 
that can help keep your house or building cool and lifts the 
burden from your air-conditioning unit to keep things cool 
inside.

• Self-cleaning feature - Ease of mind comes with realcolor® 
Thermoshield’s self-cleaning feature. This is largely thanks to 
the hydrophilic pigment on realcolor® Thermoshield’s surface 
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which helps transport dirt down together with the rain water. 
The shield coating modifies the flow of the droplets to pass 
over evenly due to a low water-contacting angle on the steel’s 
surface). In short, this means less maintenance while enabling 
building and homeowners to enjoy a longer span of its usage 
life.

• Highly anti-corrosive - Apart from that, realcolor® 
Thermoshield is certified by SIRIM’s ISO 9223 under the C5I 
(Industrial) category, essentially the highest anti-corrosion 
rating in the market. Its excellent corrosion-resistant feature 
simply translates to realcolor® Thermoshield’s durability that 
can ensure building and homeowners of its longevity of use. 

• Great formability - Besides being an efficient conduit of energy, 
realcolor® Thermoshield has excellent formability. Where 
applied, architects and builders are able to specify for creative 
designs due to this feature besides easy storage and handling 
overall.

• Colour vibrancy - Its high quality and superior vibrant colours 
provide great options not only to enhance the building’s 
aesthetic and uplift the building’s value but the choices enable 
for better designs that could also complement surrounding 
neighbourhood’s designs while being green. 

However, that’s not all, realcolor® Thermoshield also provides a 

warranty (terms and conditions apply) of up to 30 years against 
perforation, 12 years against colour fading or chalking and 5 years 
against dirt staining.
 All in all, realcolor® Thermoshield is more than a cool 
roofing system. It doubles as a great complement for any solar 
panel installations which enhances the PV’s 
performance and energy efficiency. Going solar 
can now go further with the right companion.
 To find out more about realcolor® 
Thermoshield please scan this QR code and 
look us up today.
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THE NATION THROUGH  
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Stair Formwork 2 Stair Formwork 3

STAIR FORMWORK
Prefabricated steel form, comes complete with reinforcement bars

Made to order in widths from 1.0m — 2.4m, up to 18 stairs

Prepositioned handrail brackets

CIS23 Compliant

TUBULAR  AND MODULAR SCAFFOLDINGS
14,000 tons of high quality materials available for fast delivery

Available for both short and long term rental

Design and labour services available

CONTACT US AT INFO@DSCAFF.COM
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The urban structure of the campus was largely 
formed in the 1930-1937 period and is enlisted 
as a whole in the cultural heritage register. It 
contains 8 modernist heritage buildings erected 
up to 1939 with several later additions of soviet 
era architecture. The new building is situated on 
the eastern part of the site, as recommended 

in an analysis of the campus conducted by heritage specialists in 
2011. The building dedicated to education and scientific research 
is a single volume of 49m by 44m, 11.88m in height, containing 3 
floors above ground and 1 underground.
 The architecture of the building is heavily informed by 
the interwar modernist buildings of its surroundings that are 
characterized by large, restrained, plastered volumes with the 
orderly rhythm of openings, small windows, décor by organic 
elements, a subtle play of organic lines, and perpendicularity. The 
building was planned for 60 permanent members of staff and up 

LITHUANIAN UNIVERSITY OF HEALTH 
SCIENCES MEDICAL ACADEMY 
FACULTY OF PUBLIC HEALTH @ 
KAUNAS, LITHUANIA
by Architectural Bureau G.Natkevicius & Partners

(Source Photographs: L. Garbačauskas)

(Source Photographs: L. Garbačauskas)
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to 550 students visiting daily. The underground floor is 
a garage for staff cars, while the ground floor houses 
auditoriums of transformable size for lectures and group 
study. The two upper floors house administration offices, 
research laboratories, and lecture rooms for the seven 
branches of the faculty.
 The building is positioned in a way to extends the 
continuous line of the built environment formed in the 
original masterplan with its main entrance facing the 
central pedestrian axis running through the site. Parts 
of the upper floors are cantilevered to form an organic 
arcade underneath that precedes the entrance and 
draws visitors into the first of two atriums of the building.
 The second atrium is private and serves as a 
courtyard and light source for the offices of scientists 
positioned around it. The interior spaces feature a 
contrast between the spacious public areas with arched 
panoramic openings and the classes and offices with an 
orderly rhythm of small windows that creates a playful 
atmosphere of an education facility. The project’s main 
attribute is the seen and felt respect for space and 
people.
 The most primitive construction method – based 
on a system of concrete loadbearing walls, slabs, and 
columns – was chosen deliberately to match the ideals of 
rational construction exemplified in the interwar period 
modernist architecture of the surrounding buildings, 
as well as, to extract maximum benefit from this public 
investment.
 A great effort was made to optimize the structure in 
order to achieve elegance and cost-effectiveness. The 
façade of almost white, soft-textured plaster accentuates 
the solid, monolithic volume and hints at the influence 
that the surrounding modernist architecture had on 
the project. The interior tries to avoid décor and draws 
emphasis on raw primal materials: concrete, glass 
partitions, and wood texture floors.

(Source: archdaily.com)

(Source Photographs: L. Garbačauskas)

(Source Photographs: L. Garbačauskas)

(Source Photographs: L. Garbačauskas)

(Source Photographs: L. Garbačauskas)
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Tempering light, heat, 
privacy, and security by 
way of a dynamic facade, 
this two-storey home 
creatively addresses 
energy efficiency on its 
narrow inner-Melbourne 

site. The brief was to create a functional, 
energy-efficient home that embraced 
views and connections to the outdoors 
while addressing our client’s expressed a 
desire for privacy. Our clients valued high-
quality products and intelligent design and 
sought to make the most of the narrow 
site by using its full width.
 The greatest challenge to this was 
developing shading, privacy, and security (Source Photographs: Erhan Tirli)

Well Tempered House 
@ Melbourne, Australia
By Green Sheep Collective

strategies that did not protrude into 
the laneway or narrow the building any 
further than necessary. Alongside this, 
importance was placed on designing a 
building that contributes positively to its 
context through both its expression and 
its engagement with the public laneway. 
This presented an exciting opportunity to 
address the brief by creating a dynamic 
and playful architectural solution along 
the north laneway that addressed privacy, 
security, and passive solar design while 
adding interest to the laneway. Extruded 
brickwork was detailed to give the facade 
a sense of texture that plays in the light, 
while the recycled red bricks speak to 
the original materiality. An operable, 

(Source Photographs: Erhan Tirli)(Source Photographs: Erhan Tirli)
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perforated screen slides along the north facade adding movement 
and intrigue. While initially conceived as a solution to provide 
shading without narrowing the building to allow for northern 
eaves, this intelligent feature also tempers security, light, and 
privacy.

(Source Photographs: Erhan Tirli)

(Source Photographs: Erhan Tirli)

(Source Photographs: Erhan Tirli)

 By providing multiple functions, the screen reduces material 
usage while bringing continuity to the facade, working in tandem 
with the brickwork to reduce perceived bulk in the two storey 
facade. North-facing windows allow light-filled living spaces to 
feel larger than their humble footprint would suggest, while a 
central courtyard and double-height void provide additional 
light, cross-ventilation, and garden views from the ground floor 
and mezzanine. Formally, this provides a transition between the 
original house and the newly built addition.
 Interior spaces are open, smart, and efficient. Where possible, 
built elements have two functions. The stairs integrate storage, as 
does the dining room bench which runs through to act as a TV unit, 
cleverly positioned to maximize seating in an otherwise narrow 
space. Upstairs, wardrobe cabinetry conceals air conditioning, a 
bookshelf frames window views, and the stair landing is converted 
into a mezzanine complete with a sitting area. The restrained, 
elegant cabinetry throughout enhances the home’s open feel while 
providing a style and function that will stand the test of time to 
safeguard against renovation as lifestyles evolve. The kitchen and 
dining spaces spill out onto a private backyard deck, creating a fluid 
transition from indoor to outdoor living.
 The combination of a thermal mass slab, increased insulation, 
adjustable shading, natural light and cross-ventilation, and double 
glazing mean this beautiful home will maintain a comfortable 
temperature with minimal energy consumption year in, and year 
out. Ultimately, Well Tempered House is a healthy, energy-efficient 
home that brings as much interest and ingenuity to its residents as 
it does to the community passing by, bringing positive outcomes 
for the community and the planet.

(Source: archdaily.com)
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Assana Serviced Suites @ Tropicana Cenang, Langkawi, Kedah, Malaysia.

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
To be appointed

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed freehold development is Phase 1 
of Tropicana Cenang, which is located on a 
5.28-acre tract fronting the Andaman Sea. It 
comprises two blocks of 40-storey serviced 

suites with a total of 1,662 units. The units 
comes fully furnished in studio to 4-bedroom 
design layout with built-up between 380 - 
1,310sq ft. The development features 30 
resort-themed facilities including adult and kids 
swimming pools, Jacuzzi, yoga and lounge 
terraces, children’s playground, games and TV 
room spaces, etc.

PROJECT REF. 0921-7061
CLASSIFICATION Serviced Apartment
STAGE OF PROJECT Sitework
LOCATION Lot PT 375, Seksyen 4, 
 Bandar Padang Matsirat, 
 Daerah Langkawi, Kedah,   
 Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 6.285929, 99.729898)
APPROX. PROJECT COST Undisclosed
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 1Q 2021
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 1Q 2025

DEVELOPER 
Cenang Resort Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of Tropicana Corporation Berhad)
Tel: +603-7663 6888
E-mail: enquiry@tropicanacorp.com.my
Web: www.tropicanacorp.com.my
Group CEO: Mr Lee Han Ming

ARCHITECT
SA Architects Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-5650 5156
E-mail: saa@saa.com.my
Web: www.saa.com.my
Managing Director: Mr Low Mun Wai

C & S ENGINEER  
Kemasepakat Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7804 5282
E-mail: info@kemasepakat.com.my
Web: https://kemasepakat.com/
Executive Director: Ir Aw Kha Ching

M & E ENGINEER  
GMT Consultants Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7734 7677
E-mail: gmtc6761@gmail.com
Engineer: Mr WC Ong

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Jurukur Bahan AAR
282A Jalan Bandar 11 Taman Melawati
53100 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Tel: +603-4107 6626
Quantity Surveyor: 
Sr Farah Hanim Bt Ahmed Azhar Merican

-JV-

MY Jurukur Bahan Perunding
Tel: +607-5953 657
E-mail: myjubp@gmail.com
Principal: Sr Abdul Mutalib bin Ya’cob
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Azolla @ Setia Ecohill 2, Semenyih, Selangor, Malaysia.

PROJECT REF. 0921-7064
CLASSIFICATION Residential
STAGE OF PROJECT Sitework
LOCATION Precinct 9, Mukim Semenyih,   
 Daerah Hulu Langat, Selangor,  
 Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 2.889816, 101.845328)
APPROX. PROJECT COST >RM10 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 1Q 2022
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 2Q 2024

DEVELOPER
Setia EcoHill Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of SP Setia)
Tel: +603-8724 2255
E-mail: ecohill@spsetia.com
Web: https://spsetia.com/
President: Datuk Choong Kai Wai

ARCHITECT  
Design Circle Architect
Tel: +603-2166 8286
E-mail: info@dsigncircle.com
Web: www.dsigncircle.com
Director: Mr Tan Kim Yan

C & S ENGINEER 
Jurutera Perunding Primareka Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-5882 7913
E-mail: general@primareka.com
Web: www.primareka.com
Director: Ir Liew Kian Lee

M & E ENGINEER 
Coburg Consulting Sdn Bhd

Tel: +603-5891 1616
E-mail: staff@coburgconsulting.com.my
Engineer: Ms Harna Elavarasu

QUANTITY SURVEYOR 
Care of developer

MAIN CONTRACTOR 
ST Projects Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-5635 5687

E-mail: stpsb13@gmail.com
Quantity Surveyor: Mr Brenard Wong

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
Proposed freehold development comprises 
75 double storey units built-up between 1,421 
- 1,562sq ft on a 20’ × 65’ standard land size. 
Residents will have access to many communal 
spaces and parks within the township such as 
the Adventure Park and South Creek.
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PROJECT REF. 0821-7054
CLASSIFICATION Serviced Apartment
STAGE OF PROJECT Planning & Approval
LOCATION PT 51805 (HSD 323241) and 
 on part of PT51810 (HSD323246),  
 Damansara Perdana, 
 Mukim Sungai Buloh, 
 Daerah Petaling, Selangor,   
 Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.1734297,101.612095)
APPROX. PROJECT COST Undisclosed
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 1Q 2022
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 2025

DEVELOPER
Mightyprop Sdn Bhd
(A member of Exsim Group)
Tel: +603-8993 9911
E-mail: info@exsim.com.my
Web: https://exsim.com.my/
Managing Director: Mr Lim Aik Hoe

ARCHITECT
Urban Catalyst Architecture Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-8082 3633
E-mail: info@urbancatalyst.com
Web: www.urbancatalystarchitecture.com
Principal: Ar Jean-Kye Lee

C & S ENGINEER  
Perunding YSL Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-4065 0426
E-mail: ysl-kl@yahoo.com
Associate: Mr Lim Chun Moa

M & E ENGINEER  
Zeal Perunding Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-http://www.zp.com.my/
E-mail: general@zp.com.my
Web: www.zp.com.my

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
NMQS Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7931 2063
E-mail: admin@nmqs.com
Director: Ms Nicole Lee

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
To Be Appointed

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed leasehold development is the latest 
phase (Phase 6) of the 61-acre Central Park 
Damansara township, which has an estimated 
GDV of RM9 billion. It comprises a 49-storey 

residential tower with 767 serviced apartment 
units. The units are available in three layout 
types with built-up areas ranging from 957- 
1,179sq ft (3 to 3 + 1 bedrooms), and come with 
two carparks.
 Among the facilities available are a 

swimming pool and a children’s swimming 
pool, a multipurpose hall, half basketball court, 
co-working space, gym, children’s playground, 
karaoke and games rooms, outdoor pavilion and 
lounge, yoga deck, outdoor fitness facilities, and 
etc.

D’Terra Residences @ Central Park Damansara, Damansara Perdana, Selangor, Malaysia.
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PROJECT REF. 0921-7059
CLASSIFICATION Mixed Development
STAGE OF PROJECT Sitework
LOCATION Kampung Baru Air Panas, 
Setapak, 
 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.192328, 101.720031)
APPROX. PROJECT COST RM508 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 2Q 2021
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 2025

DEVELOPER
SkySanctuary Development Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of SkyWorld Development Group)
Tel: +603-4270 9968
E-mail: Email:enquiries@skyworld.my
Web: https://skyworld.my/
Group Managing Director: Datuk Ng Thien 
Phing

ARCHITECT
Wang HC Architect
Tel: +603-6201 9668
E-mail: hancwang@gmail.com
Principal: Ar Hanc Wang

C & S ENGINEER  
VED Engineers Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-8065 2688
E-mail: vedesb@vedesb.com
Web: www.vedesb.com
Director: Ir Reineke Lok

M & E ENGINEER  
CHT International Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7954 8871
E-mail: cht@chtint.com
Web: www.chtint.com
Managing Director: Ir Tey Chai Heng

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Econcos Consultant Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-6277 4921/5921
E-mail: info@econcos.com
Web: www.econcos.com
Director: Sr Wong Seat Sin

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
To Be Appointed

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed development consists of two 
42-storey blocks - 33-storey Tower A and 
33-storey Tower B - atop 8-storey carpark 
podium with built-ups ranging from 865-1,280sq 

Edgewood @ Skysanctuary, Setapak, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

ft. The units are designed column-free, where 
the living and dining area are side by side, 
complemented with a spacious 6-metre wide 
balcony.

 The development offers resort-style facilities 
spread across three levels, which include a hot 
and cold water cabin spa gallery, infinity pool, 
co-sharing spaces, mini cinema, and etc.
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PROJECT REF. 0921-7062
CLASSIFICATION Mixed Development
STAGE OF PROJECT Sitework
LOCATION Lot 51867, Jalan Cheras, 
 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.119123, 101.728549)
APPROX. PROJECT COST >RM500 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 2Q 2022
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 2025

DEVELOPER
Kejora Harta Development Sdn Bhd
(A member of Symphony Life Group)
Tel: +603-7688 1818
E-mail: enquiry@symphonylife.my
Web: www.symphonylife.my
Group CEO: Mr Chin Jit Pyng

ARCHITECT  
Arkitek MAA Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-2262 8888
E-mail: maa@arkitekmaa.com
Director: Ar Bernard Au

C & S ENGINEER  
Perunding KL Lau
Tel: +603-7804 3818
E-mail: perundingkllau@gmail.com
Principal: Ir Lau Kok Loong

M & E ENGINEER  
JPK & Associates
Tel: +603-6273 6178
E-mail: jpk@jpk.com.my
Assoc. Director: Mr. Sherman Lee

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Perunding PCT Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-2163 5848
E-mail: perundingct@gmail.com
Web: www.pct.com.my
Director: Mr Hock Hai Kwan

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
To be appointed

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed leasehold development consists 
two blocks of serviced apartment (32- and 
34-storey) housing a total of 765 units as well 
as nine shoplot units atop of 3.35 acres of land 
parcel. The serviced apartment units are sized 
650 - 1,300sq ft, dual-key layout with two to four 
bedrooms.

ILLI @ Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
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PROJECT REF. 0821-7056
CLASSIFICATION Mixed Development
STAGE OF PROJECT Sitework
LOCATION Lot 101897 (Dahulunya Lot 464)  
 and Lot 11162, Mukim Petaling,  
 Jalan Klang Lama, Kuala Lumpur,  
 Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.074382, 101.660577)
APPROX. PROJECT COST RM220 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 4Q 2020
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 1Q 2023

DEVELOPER
Nestcon Cemerlang Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7773 2880 /285
E-mail: enquiry@nestcity.com.my
Web: www.nestcity.com
Project Director: Mr Lee Teck Cheong

ARCHITECT  
Zone Designworks Sdn Bhd / ZONE Architect
Tel: +603-2771 0388
E-mail: zone@zone.com.my
Web: https://zone.com.my/
Director: Ar Jeffery Cheah

C & S ENGINEER  
Jurutera Perunding Pesona Rekabina Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-8082 5155 / 8051 3535
E-mail: jppr.infra@gmail.com
Director: Mr Tan Ai Ping

M & E ENGINEER  
Global Alliance Consulting 
Engineers (M) Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603- 6262 8662
E-mail: admin@gace.com.my
Web: www.draften.com.my
Managing Director: Datin Alice Tan

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Care of Developer

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
Nestcon Builders Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of Nestcon Berhad)
Tel: +603-8080 7792
E-mail: enquiries@nestcon.my
Web: www.nestcon.my
Group Managing Director: 
Datuk Dr Ir Lim Jee Gin

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed development consists a single 

residential block comprising two wings - a 
35-storey wing with 287 serviced apartment 
units and a 28-storey one with 59 serviced 
apartment units. The latter wing will also 
contain a 6-storey hotel and a 6-storey office 
component. Each wing will have its own lobby. 
The apartments will come in two layout types - 1 

bedroom + 2 bathrooms (sized 561 sq ft), and 3 
bedrooms + 2 bathrooms (sized 797-966 sq ft). 
The latter units are dual-key-ready.
 The development will have three levels 
of facilities, which include a swimming pool, 
Jacuzzi, lounge, community garden, yoga room, 
gym, and etc.

Nest 2 Residences @ Old Klang Lama, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
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One 49 Residence @ Johor Bahru, Johor, Malaysia.

PROJECT REF. 0821-7057
CLASSIFICATION Serviced Apartment
STAGE OF PROJECT Sitework
LOCATION Lot PTD 209291, Jalan Kunyit/ 
 Jalan Langkuas, 
 Kampung Bendahara, 
 Mukim Plentong, 
 Daerah Johor Bahru, Johor,   
 Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 1.515451, 103.758975)
APPROX. PROJECT COST Undisclosed
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 4Q 2021
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 4Q 2024

DEVELOPER
TH Tebrau Land Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of Teguh Harian Group)
Tel: 07-364 1708
E-mail: info@teguhharian.com.my
Web: http://teguhharian.com.my/
Group Managing Director: Mr Lim Cheng Chun

ARCHITECT
Norzam Architect
Tel: +607-5588 979
E-mail: norzamarchitect@gmail.com
Web: www.norzamarchitect.com
Principal: Ar Dato’ Dr Norzam Darmin

C & S ENGINEER  
Jurutera JRK Sdn Bhd
Tel: +607-8280 300
E-mail: admin@jrksb.com
Web: www.jrk.com.my
Managing Director: Mr SK Lim

M & E ENGINEER  
NHK Ultimate Consult Sdn Bhd
Tel: +607-5622 003
E-mail: nhksb@nhkultimateconsult.com.my
Web: www.nhkultimateconsult.com.my
Principal: Ir Hasrul bin Kamal

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Pakatan Ukur Bahan Sdn Bhd
Tel: +607-5566 864 / 7491
E-mail: admin@pubsb.my / pubsbjb@gmail.com
Web: www.pubsb.my
Director: Sr Ghazali Othman

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
Teguh Harian Build Tech Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of Teguh Harian Group)
Tel: +604-7355 332

E-mail: info_thsb@yahoo.com
Web: http://teguhharian.com.my/
Group Managing Director: Mr Lim Cheng Chun

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed leasehold development consists two 
blocks of 49-storey serviced apartment with 

3,648 units, and two 35-storey blocks with 500 
serviced apartment units under the affordable 
housing scheme for civil servants (PPAM). 
The units are available in three layout types 
with built-up areas from 875-1,050 sq ft (3 
bedrooms).
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The Meg @ Andaman Island, Pulau Pinang, Malaysia.

PROJECT REF. 0821-7055
CLASSIFICATION Serviced Apartment
STAGE OF PROJECT Sitework
LOCATION Plot B, Kawasan Tebusguna   
 Tanah Seri Tanjung Pinang,   
 Daerah Timur Laut, Pulau Pinang,  
 Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 5.444283, 100.321486)
APPROX. PROJECT COST RM650 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 2Q 2021
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 4Q 2024

DEVELOPER
Persada Mentari Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of Eastern & Oriental Berhad)
Tel: +603-2095 6868
E-mail: corp.comm@easternandoriental.com
Web: www.easternandoriental.com
Managing Director: Mr Kok Tuck Cheong

ARCHITECT  
GDP Architects Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-2095 9500
E-mail: info@gdparchitects.com
Web: www.gdparchitects.com
Managing Director: Mr Syed Sobri Syed Ismail

C & S ENGINEER  
Jurutera TSSCLIM Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-4295 7380
E-mail: tssc@tssclim.com
Web: https://tssclim.netlify.app/
Director: Mr Sze See Chuen

M & E ENGINEER  
Jurutera Perunding Valdun Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-7958 3855
E-mail: jpv@valdun.com
Web: www.valdun.com
Principal: Ir Pay Geet Kom

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Ukur Bahan Konsult
Tel: +603-7729 8100
E-mail: ubkqssb@gmail.com
Director: Mr Gan Chee Sing

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
To Be Appointed

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed development is the first residential 
project on the highly-anticipated prime reclaimed 
island of Seri Tanjung Pinang Phase 2A. It 

features two blocks of 35-storey serviced 
apartments with a total of 1,020 units with 
innovative layouts designed to suit young 
executives and new families.

 The 253-acre Andaman Island is expected 
to have a GDV of over RM17 billion and will take 
over 15 years to complete.
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PROJECT REF. 0821-7058
CLASSIFICATION Mixed Development
STAGE OF PROJECT Sitework
LOCATION  Lot PTB 24736 (on part of 
 Lot 4271), Jalan Abdul Rahman  
 Andak/ Jalan Lingkaran Dalam,  
 Bandar Johor Bahru, 
 Daerah Johor Bahru, Johor,   
 Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 1.472637, 103.753909)
APPROX. PROJECT COST >RM500 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 3Q 2021
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 2024

DEVELOPER  
Parkwood Palms Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of MB World Group)
Tel: +607-330 5972 / 5979
E-mail: enquiry@mbworld.com.my
Web: www.mbworld.com.my
Director: Ms Cheong Hui Shean

ARCHITECT  
Goh Kok Kheng Architect
Tel: +607-2326 029
E-mail: goharchi@gmail.com
Principal: Mr Goh Kok Kheng

C & S ENGINEER  
Jurutera JRK Sdn Bhd
Tel: +607-828 0300
E-mail: admin@jrksb.com
Web: www.jrk.com.my
Managing Director: Mr SK Lim

M & E ENGINEER  
Perunding ACE Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-6141 7330
E-mail: ace@pasb.com.my
Director: Mr Johnny Tan

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Care of Developer

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
MB World Builders Sdn Bhd
(A subsidiary of MB World Group)
Tel: +607-330 5972 / 5979
E-mail: enquiry@mbworld.com.my
Web: www.mbworld.com.my
CEO (Construction Division): Mr Lester Ng

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed development sits on a 6.35-acre 

parcel, comprising three 29-storey towers 
housing 1,737 serviced apartment units. The 
units are available in four layout types - studio 
(295 sq ft), one bedroom (435 sq ft), two 
bedrooms (697 sq ft) and 1 + 2 bedrooms 
(1,001 sq ft; dual-key unit).
 The development offers a wide array 
of facilities in three zones (Wellness, Social 

and Leisure) on the 115,313.77 sq ft podium. 
These includefitness club, tai chi / yoga deck, 
swimming pool, basketball court, BBQ area, 
multipurpose hall, reading room, children’s 
adventure zone, games room and kids 
playroom, etc. In addition to these facilities, 
there will also be a one-acre linear park at MBW 
City.

Trellis Residences @ Mbw City, Johor Bahru, Johor, Malaysia. (Phase 2)
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PROJECT REF. 0921-7060
CLASSIFICATION Mixed Development
STAGE OF PROJECT Sitework
LOCATION  Lot No 6 (Lot 11518), 
 Persiaran Metafasa, 
 Taman Bukit Subang, 
 Seksyen U16, Shah Alam,   
 Selangor, Malaysia.
(GPS Coordinates: 3.168549, 101.511451)
APPROX. PROJECT COST RM225 million
APPROX. COMMENCEMENT DATE 3Q 2021
APPROX. COMPLETION DATE 2025

DEVELOPER  
Chester Denai Alam Sdn Bhd
(Chester Group & Sheng Tai International - JV)
Tel: +603-6142 6000
E-mail: chesterhq00@gmail.com
Web: www.chester.com.my
Chairman: Dato’ Howard Chew

ARCHITECT  
Arkivocab
Tel: +603-7785 2298
E-mail: arkivocab@yahoo.com
Architect: Mr Wong Wei Lim

C & S ENGINEER  
JS Warisan Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-4296 4800
E-mail: jswarisan@gmail.com
Director: Mr Saw Han Woei

M & E ENGINEER  
Oracle M&E Consult Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-8999 2662
E-mail: oraclemne@gmail.com
Director: Mr Ben Fong

QUANTITY SURVEYOR  
Care of Developer

MAIN CONTRACTOR  
Dakota Able Sdn Bhd
Tel: +603-3325 3488/99
E-mail: hello.dakotaable@gmail.com
Web: www.dakotaable.com
Director: Mr Chang Nyen Wee

BRIEF DESCRIPTION  
Proposed freehold development comprises two 
22-storey residential blocks atop a 7-storey 
carpark and retail podium. Block A features 
service apartment units available in three layout 

types with built-ups ranging from 653 - 956sq 
ft (2 to 3 bedrooms); Block B features single-
bedroom SOHO units with built-up area of 450 
sq ft. The development also has 10 shoplot units 
including four units of affordable commecial 

space at the Ground Level.
 Among facilities available are swimming 
pool, gym, sauna, multipurpose hall, children’s 
playground, BBQ lounge, sky deck and etc.

Tulip Residence @ Denai Alam, Selangor, Malaysia.
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EXHIBITIONS & CONFERENCES

6TH AFRIWOOD EAST AFRICA 2023
23 - 25 February 2023 
http://www.expogr.com/tanzania/
woodexpo/ 

8TH AFRIWOOD EAST AFRICA 2023 
01 - 03 June 2023 
http://expogr.com/afriwood/
 
24TH BUILDEXPO AFRICA 2023 
01 - 03 June 2023 
http://www.expogr.com/
buildexpokenya/
 
8TH LIGHT EXPO AFRICA 2023
01 - 03 June 2023
http://www.expogr.com/lightexpo/
 
ARCHXPO 2022
16 - 18 November 2022  
http://archxpo.com.sg/

ASEAN M&E 2022
07 - 09 November 2022 
https://www.aseanmne.com/

ASIAWATER 2022
07 - 09 December 2022 
www.asiawater.org/

BAUMA 2025
07 - 13 April 2025 
www.bauma.de/index-2.html

BAUMA CHINA 2022
22 - 25 November 2022 
www.bauma-china.com/en/	

BAUMA CONEXPO INDIA 2023
31 January - 03 February 2023
www.bcindia.com

BIEL LIGHT + BUILDING BUENOS 
AIRES 2023
12 - 15 April 2023 
http://biel-light-building.
ar.messefrankfurt.com/buenosaires/
en.html#acreditacion

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 
TECHNOLOGY EXPO 2023
20 - 22 September 2023  
https://bct-construction.com/

CAMENERGY 2022
16 - 18 November 2022  
https://www.camenergy.org/

CAMBUILD 2022
16 - 18 November 2022  
www.cambuildexpo.com/

DESIGN BUILD 2023
09 - 11 May 2023 
http://designbuildexpo.com.au/

DUBAI WOODSHOW 2023
07 - 09 March 2023
www.woodshowglobal.com/dubai	
 
ECO EXPO ASIA 2022
14 – 24 December 2022  
www.ecoexpoasia.com

ENGINEER 2023
06 - 09 September 2023 
http://engineermalaysia.com.my/
 
ETHIOPIA LIGHT EXPO AFRICA 2023
18 - 19 January 2023 
http://expogr.com/ethiopia/lightexpo/index.
php	

EXPORT FURNITURE EXHIBITION 2023
09 - 12 March 2023 
www.efe.my

INDIAN CERAMICS ASIA 2023
15 - 17 February 2023  
www.indian-ceramics.com/

INTERLIGHT RUSSIA | INTELLIGENT 
BUILDING RUSSIA 2023
18 - 21 September 2023 
https://en.interlight-building.ru/	

INTERNATIONAL ENERGY WEEK (IEW) 
2022
22 - 24 November 2022  
http://iew.my/

KAZBUILD 2023  
06 - 08 September 2023 
http://kazbuild.kz/en/news/7-8-2009den-
stroit
 
LAOBUILD 2023
28 - 30 September 2023 
www.laobuild.com/	

LED EXPO MUMBAI 2023
11 - 13 May 2023 
http://led-expo-mumbai.in.messefrankfurt.
com/mumbai/en.html

LED EXPO THAILAND 2023
20 - 22 September 2023 
www.ledexpothailand.com/	

LIGHTING ASIA 2022
16 - 18 November 2022 
https://architecturebuildingservices.com.sg/
events/ledlightasia-2/	

MALAYSIAN INTERNATIONAL 
FURNITURE FAIR (MIFF) 2023
01 - 04 March 2023 
https://2023.miff.com.my/
 
MEGABUILD INDONESIA 2023
23 - 26 February 2023  
http://megabuild.co.id/

METALTECH 2023
31 May - 03 June 2023 
www.metaltech.com.my/

PISCINE GLOBAL EUROPE 2022
15 - 18 November 2022  
www.piscine-global-europe.com/en

ROSBUILD 2023
28 February - 03 March 2023 
www.rosbuild-expo.ru/en/	 	
	
SMART HOME + CITY INDONESIA 
2023 
02 - 04 March 2023 
www.smarthomecity-exhibition.net/
 
SYDNEY BUILD 2023  
06 - 07 March 2023 
www.sydneybuildexpo.com/welcome
 
TENAGA EXPO & FORUM 2022
07 - 09 November 2022 
www.tenaga.org/	

THE 9TH ANNUAL SOLARTECH | 
INDONESIA 2023 02 - 04 March 2023 
www.inagreentech-exhibition.net/
 
THE TOTALLY CONCRETE EXPO 2023
27 - 29 June 2023 
www.africanconstructionexpo.com/totally-
concrete/	

REVAC EXPO & FORUM 2022
07 - 09 November 2022 
www.revac.org/	

YAPI - TURKEYBUILD ISTANBUL 2023
26 − 29 April 2023  
http://yapifuari.com.tr/Home

XIAMEN STONE FAIR 2023
26 - 29 March 2023 
www.stonefair.org.cn/?lang=en



ince its establishment in 1996, 
Nam Heng Glass Group has a 

the largest glass producer in 
Malaysia, with manufacturing 
plants located in Selangor, 

Negeri Sembilan, Johor Bahru, Penang and 
Sabah, with plans to further expand its 
corporate empire overseas. 
 The company is renowned for its extensive 

products namely tempered glass, laminated 

Group’s products are also exported to 
Cambodia and Bangladesh. 

GLASS THAT BEAUTIFULLY BALANCE 
PERFORMANCE AND AESTHETICS
Nam Heng Glass Group is an advocate and 
arguably a leading producer of safety glass in 
Malaysia. The company has obtained 

Standards Agency (SIRIM) and the 

(CIDB Malaysia) for the quality and 
performance of its safety glass products, in 
compliance with the country’s standard 
requirements of glass building materials. 

WHY SAFETY GLASS?
Safety glass is specifically designed to be less 
likely to break in the event of severe 

early 20th century, safety glass has been 

high-rise buildings. 
 Nam Heng Glass Group founder, Datuk 
Tan Lai Huan, pointed out that many 

safety features is frequently neglected due 
to lack of awareness and unwillingness to 
bear the extra costs. For this reason, the 
company adheres to the concept “Quality 
First, Safety First” when producing a new 
range of products. Safety glass produced by 
Nam Heng Glass Group is subjected to 

highest quality.

safety, Nam Heng Glass Group stays ahead 

with the latest consumer trends for high 

requirements for glass building materials 

etc. 
 In hopes of producing the most 
advanced and highest quality of glass for the 
market, Nam Heng Glass Group’s 
manufacturing plants uses the latest glass 
processing machines, with first-rate 

introducing value-added products from 
around the world including Low-E Glass and 

Follow us:

NHG GLASS INDUSTRIES SDN. BHD.(1291407-K)

NAM HENG GLASS GROUP
Malaysia's largest glass producer with guaranteed quality and safety
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www.assaabloyopeningsolutions.com.my
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www.dscaff.com 
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REACHING 50,000 POTENTIAL CLIENTS WITHIN 24 HOURS

REACH 50,000 Developers, Building Professionals, Contractors etc. with specifications 
of your PRODUCTS / SERVICES or EVENTS within 24 hours utilizing our EDM 
(e-broadcast) by B&I; a leading digital building industry media for Malaysia since 1991.

B&I have the Best Database for the INDUSTRY in Malaysia 
that is continuously upgraded & updated.

EDM by B&I will dramatically increase the effectiveness 
of your MARKETING CAMPAIGN. Your advertorial will 
also be uploaded at our website www.b-i.biz for 2 
months for qualified advertisers.

It is the cheapest & fastest online advertising 
campaign to reach your target audience; that will complement 
the operations of your Marketing Team. We recommend EDM reminders 
monthly.

For our advertising proposal, please contact:
B&I WORLDWIDE SDN BHD: MS JOSEPHINE LIM
Mobile or WhatsApp: 019-273 8333
E-mail: b-i@b-i.biz; jo@b-i.biz 
Website: www.b-i.biz 

Stay Healthy & Safe, Thank you.



Emerging Technologies
ASSA ABLOY Openings Studio – Innovative  
Opening Solutions for BIM and Beyond



Solid Stylish Security

SFA Series

 Looks good, durable security & maintenance free

 Various series & heights to suit your requirements

 Anti-Climb, Anti-Cut & Anti-Pest

 Galvanised or Powder Colour Coated

 Non-obligatory quotation; please state series, height, 
 perimeter & location

SERIES AVAILABLE: Anti-Climb, SFA, SFB, SFD and SFAV

Product Usage

3m Anti-Climb Series

Anti-Climb Series

SFD Series

SFA Series
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